EDUCATOR’S guide

Educational extensions for the SEPTEMBER 2013 issue of Ranger Rick® magazine
STRIPES AND ART
Read about tigers in “Here Come the Cubs” (pages
6-11). Then take a look at the frog on the back cover
of this issue. Tigers aren’t the only ones that are “tigerstriped.” Study the pattern that makes this distinctive
type of stripes. Can you identify any other animals—
or other things—with tiger stripes? After looking at
more examples, invite students to make a drawing or
other artwork that includes their own interpretation
of tiger stripes.
lost and found animals
“The Buzz” (pages 12-13) shares the exciting news
that harbor porpoises are making a comeback in San
Francisco Bay. Ask students: What native animals in our
own bioregion do you think are most special and exciting to see? How would you feel if these animals disappeared? On the other hand, what animals once lived
here that are no longer seen? (You may need to research
this.) Which animal would you most wish to make a
comeback, and why?
glowing scorpions
“Scorpions” (pages 14-19) notes a strange characteristic of scorpions: They glow in black light! Ask students
how this could help scientists study these creatures.
Then, if you have access to a black light, investigate
other things that glow under this lighting. “How Stuff
Works” has a good article on the phenomenon to aid
your study.
migration pathways
Read about some of the world’s most impressive migrations in “Incredible Journeys” (pages 24-29). Then

have students trace out the migratory paths in the article on a map or globe. Ask them to note certain details
(such as which animals travel farthest, which cross the
equator, which visit multiple continents or oceans, etc.).
Then have students choose one of the featured animals
and invent a tale, in diary form, about the details of its
migratory journey.
fresh food assessment
“City Garden” (pages 30-35) highlights a school
garden in Denver providing produce for a community
that lacks access to fresh, healthy food. Engage students
in assessing your own community’s fresh food sources.
Would gardens such as this one help? Where might
they be located? Work together to create a “dream” vision, and then discuss how you might be able to make at
least some piece of your vision happen soon.
teach about green lunch
Read the “Green Lunch Rap” (page 36). Then have
students use it to create a skit, puppet show, or other
performance to teach younger kids about how to pack
a green lunch or, if they don’t bring lunch from home,
how to make green choices about food and waste in the
lunch line.
animal résumés
The “Just 4 Fun” games (pages 37-39) feature a
variety of hard-working animals. Explain to students
that to get a job, a person usually needs a resume that
lists skills and previous work experience. Show students
some examples, and then ask them to craft resumes for
these animals. The resumes can be fun, but should be
based on real behaviors that the animals display.
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HERE COME
THE CUBS!
by Kathy Kranking
photos by Suzi Eszterhas/suzieszterhas.com

It’s the first time out of the den for these baby tigers!
Here’s your chance to spy on them as they grow up.
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heck out how cute
these cubs are . . . but
don’t get too close! See the
look on their mom’s face?
She’s saying, “Back away
from my babies!”
Tiger moms are fierce
protectors of their young.
This mom, Rajberah
(rahzh-BAIR-uh), began
protecting her cubs, Nisha
and Kumar, before they
were even born. When it
got close to the time she
would give birth, Rajberah
began hunting for a safe
place to use for a den. It
needed to be someplace
where she could find lots
of prey. And it needed to
be near water. This rocky
cave was just the spot.
For the next month
after the cubs were
born, the family stayed
in the cave. Rajberah
nursed her babies most
of the day and kept
them clean by bathing them with her
big, pink tongue. The
cubs were born with
their eyes closed.
But after a few weeks
their eyes had
opened and they
could see clearly.
Now that the cubs are
old enough to come out
of the den, new adventures
lie ahead!
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After reading “Here Come the Cubs” (pages 6-11), write a
postcard to Nisha and Kumar and ask them some questions
about life as a young tiger. On the second postcard, imagine
they have written back to you. Write what you think they
might say.
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and other dry places. But they
also live in forests, on mountains, along seashores, in caves,
and even in people’s homes!
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With stinger held high, the scorpion at left is
ready to strike. If it creeps you out, you’re not
alone. But are these creatures as scary as
people think?
The night is dark and still.

But the desert floor is alive!
Everywhere, eight-legged creatures are in search of a meal:
insects, spiders, small lizards—
even each other. Some go on
the prowl while others lie in wait
to ambush their prey. They’re

scorpions, doing what scorpions
have been doing for over 400
million years.
There are about 2,000 species of scorpions, and they’re
found on every continent except
Antarctica.
Most scorpions live in deserts

SCORPIONS

SCORPION FACTS MAP

THE FEAR FACTOR
Many people are afraid of scorpions, and you can’t really blame
them. The bad rap most likely
comes from a scorpion’s fiercelooking claws and stinging tail.
You can see that the yellow
scorpion at left has caught a
locust with its claws and is
zapping it with the stinger on
the tip of its tail (see close-up
below). The sting delivers a shot
of venom. The venom paralyzes
the locust so it can’t escape.
Then the scorpion will tear it to
bite-sized bits—good food for a
hungry hunter!
It’s true that up to 5,000
people around the world die
from scorpion stings every year.
But of all the species of scorpions on Earth, only about 25 are
dangerous to people. And only
one of those species lives in the
United States: the Arizona bark
scorpion. The rest are no more
harmful than bees or wasps.

by Gerry Bishop
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Read “Scorpions” (pages 14-19). Then create a concept map to
organize the information you learned. In each empty bubble,
write a fact about scorpions from the article.

SCORPIONS
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